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Direct detection experiments relying on nuclear recoil signatures lose sensitivity to sub-GeV dark
matter for typical galactic velocities. This sensitivity is recovered if there exists another source of
flux with higher momenta. Such an energetic flux of light dark matter could originate from the
decay of mesons produced in inelastic cosmic ray collisions. We compute this novel production
mechanism—a cosmic beam dump experiment—and estimate the resulting limits from XENON1T
and LZ. We find that the dark matter flux from inelastic cosmic rays colliding with atmospheric
nuclei can dominate over the flux from elastic collisions with relic dark matter. The limits that we
obtain for hadrophilic scalar mediator models are competitive with those from MiniBoone for light
MeV-scale mediator masses.
Introduction. — While we have a plethora of indi-
rect observational evidence for the existence of some form
of dark matter in the Universe, the experimental search
for a direct detection signature [1] is still ongoing. Its
scope has expanded beyond the weak-scale thermal relic
paradigm, and now encompasses a wider variety of pos-
sibilities for new physics beyond the Standard Model [2].
Light sub-GeV dark matter, in particular, has become a
prime target of such activities.
Acquiring sensitivity to sub-GeV dark matter typically
requires detectors able to pick up lower recoil energies; a
reduced momentum is expected for lighter masses given
that the galactic velocity of dark matter is O(10−3)c.
However, Refs. [3, 4] recently showed that light dark
matter interacting with nucleons or electrons necessar-
ily leads to an energetic flux due to cosmic rays colliding
elastically with dark matter in the interstellar medium.
This up-scattered dark matter flux may then have enough
energy to be detectable in direct detection experiments
such as XENON1T (previously thought to be sensitive
only to O(10 − 100) GeV dark matter) [5], as well as
other dark matter or neutrino detectors [3, 4] 1.
Here, we point out another generic (albeit not irre-
ducible) source of light dark matter flux. If mesons decay
partially into dark matter, as could happen through the
same coupling to nucleons that enables direct detection,
then the mesons generated in inelastic cosmic ray colli-
sions will also produce an energetic flux of dark matter.
This may be viewed as a continuous cosmic beam dump
experiment. It naturally provides a preexisting light dark
matter source for experiments that would otherwise be
1 See also Refs. [6–8] for ways of extending the direct detection
sensitivity to lighter dark matter masses, and Refs. [9–11] for
solar sources of energetic dark matter flux.
insensitive to them. The different detector targets, ex-
posure, and source geometry involved then enable dis-
tinctive opportunities relative to dedicated beam dump
experiments. Indeed, we shall see that XENON1T [5]
and the future LZ experiment [12] set competitive lim-
its for light mediators in comparison to MiniBoone [13].
Moreover, unlike the upscattering mechanism that relies
on a relic dark matter density, inelastic cosmic ray col-
lisions can also produce other long-lived hidden sector
particles, thus extending the possibilities for direct de-
tection coverage of light sectors beyond dark matter.
The purpose of this work is to provide a first esti-
mate of the dark matter flux from the aforementioned
cosmic ray mechanism, taking into account their atten-
uation through the Earth. As an example of its appli-
cation, we then place current and projected limits from
XENON1T and LZ. We do this generally for a model-
independent parametrisation of spin-independent cross-
section vs dark matter mass and vs the meson branching
ratio into dark matter. Finally, we consider a specific
model in which the dark sector mediator is a hadrophilic
scalar particle [14].
Cosmic ray dark matter flux. — We distinguish two
possible sources for a dark matter flux arising from the
mechanism described earlier: inelastic cosmic ray colli-
sions with protons in the interstellar medium and with
the atmosphere on Earth. According to our calculations,
the former yields a flux several orders of magnitude lower
than the latter; therefore, we may safely neglect it and
focus on our modelling of interactions at the atmosphere.
The incoming cosmic ray flux is taken to be the local
interstellar proton spectrum parametrised as in Ref. [15];
alternatively we have also checked that using the AMS02
spectrum [16] leads to identical results. The differential
intensity dI/dR as a function of particle rigidity R is con-
verted to a flux dΦp/dTp = 2pi(dR/dTp)(dI/dR) per unit
area, time, and kinetic energy Tp, over a hemispherical
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2solid angle. We performed a Monte-Carlo simulation of
this incoming flux using EPOS-LHC [17], as implemented
in the CRMC package [18], to simulate the collisions as-
suming the atmospheric nuclei target to be nitrogen at
rest. The resulting pi0 and η mesons undergo two subse-
quent two-body decays via a vector or scalar mediator 2
to a pair of dark matter particles, with a branching ratio
that we keep as a free parameter. The rate of interac-
tions is then integrated as follows over the volume of the
atmosphere to obtain the total dark matter flux at the
detector.
The differential cosmic ray flux gets attenuated
through the atmosphere as a function of height h from
ground level:
d
dh
(
dΦp
dTp
)
= σpN (Tp)nN (h)
dΦp
dTp
, (1)
where σpN is the inelastic proton-nitrogen cross-section
and nN is the number density of air, taken from Ref. [19],
which is assumed to be entirely nitrogen for simplic-
ity. Eq. 1 neglects higher order effects such as regener-
ations and secondary scatterings involved in a detailed
cosmic ray shower model, but it is sufficient to pro-
vide a conservative estimate of our hidden sector flux.
Since σpN ' 255 mb is constant to a good approxi-
mation over the relevant energy range, we may write
dΦp
dTp
(Tp, h) ≡ y(h) · dΦpdTp (Tp) and solve for the attenuation
factor y(h). The dark matter flux at a detector located
at a depth zd below ground is then given by
dΦχ
dTχ
=
∫ RE+h
RE
R2dR
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ 1
cos θmax
d(cosθ)
2pil(R, θ, zd)2
× y(R−RE)dΦp
dTp
nN (R−RE)σpN→MBRM→χχ ,
≡ dΦp
dTp
n0NHeffσpN→MBRM→χχ (2)
where RE is the radius of the Earth and θmax is a max-
imum angle dependent on the path length attenuation
through the Earth, as described in the next Section. The
line of sight distance l(R, θ, zd) is given by
l2 = (RE − zd)2 +R2 − 2(RE − zd)R cos θ . (3)
It determines the rate dilution factor in the emission from
source to detector that we have conservatively assumed to
be isotropically distributed over a hemisphere. In the last
line of Eq. (2) we defined an equivalent effective height
at a constant number density taken to be the ground-
level value, n0N ' 5× 1019 cm−3 [19]. For example, with
cos θmax = −1, i.e. the Earth completely transparent to
dark matter, we obtain Heff ' 5 km.
2 Here we consider only on-shell mediators though the sensitivity
could in principle be extended to heavier off-shell mediators.
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FIG. 1. Dark matter flux from cosmic rays for elastic collisions
in dotted orange with mχ = 1 MeV, and for inelastic collisions
with BR(pi0 → χχ + ...) = 10−6 in solid green and BR(η →
χχ+ ...) = 10−2 in solid red.
The resulting dark matter flux in the transparent
Earth case is plotted in Fig. 1 in solid red for BR(η →
χχ+...) = 10−2 and green for BR(pi0 → χχ+...) = 10−6,
close to their experimental upper limits. The fluxes
are rather insensitive to the mediator and dark matter
masses when these are produced on-shell. For compari-
son, we show in dotted orange the up-scattered flux for
mχ = 1 MeV coming from elastic collisions of cosmic rays
with interstellar dark matter, calculated as in Ref. [3]. Fi-
nally we have also checked that, when restricting to an
opaque Earth, the muon flux obtained in our approach
is in good agreement with data [20, 21].
Attenuation through the Earth. — As dark matter
travels from the point of production through the Earth
a large enough nucleus interaction cross-section can pre-
vent it from reaching the detector. The mean free path
length together with the line of sight distance through
the Earth to the detector then determines the maximum
polar angle at which we cut off the atmospheric volume
integral in Eq. (2). This line of sight distance through
the Earth is given by
lE =
1
2
(
b+
√
b2 + 4(R2E − (RE − zd)2)
)
,
b ≡ Sign [RE − zd − (RE + h) cos θ]
× 2(RE − zd)
√
1− (RE + h)
2 sin2 θ
l2
. (4)
The mean free path length is determined by solving for
the kinetic energy loss assuming a uniform distribution
3of nuclear recoil energy in elastic scattering, dσχN/dTr =
σχN/T
max
r , following Ref. [3]. Summing over the nuclei
N , we then have
dTχ
dz
= −
∑
N
nN
∫ Tmaxr
0
dσχN
dTr
TrdTr
'
(TχmN )
− 1
2mχL
(
T 2χ + 2mχTχ
)
, (5)
where we used
Tmaxr =
T 2χ + 2mχTχ
Tχ + (mχ +mN )2/(2mN )
, (6)
and defined the mean free path length
L ≡
(∑
N
nNσχN
2mNmχ
(mχ +mN )2
)−1
. (7)
Integrating this equation gives the incoming energy T 0χ
that is required to arrive at the detector with energy T zχ
a distance lE through the Earth:
T 0χ =
2mχT
z
χe
lE/L
2mχ + T zχ(1− elE/L)
. (8)
From this we obtain θmax when T
0
χ → ∞. The mean
free path length is calculated by summing over the aver-
age number density of the elements given in Table 2 of
Ref. [22]. We relate the nuclear interaction cross-section
to the per nucleon spin-independent cross-section σSIχ as
σχN = σ
SI
χ A
2
(
mN
mp
(mχ +mp)
(mχ +mN )
)2
. (9)
In practise we find that at the depth of the XENON1T
detector the attenuation starts cutting off the atmo-
spheric volume integral for cross-sections above σSIχ &
10−32 cm2, with transmission falling exponentially above
∼ 10−28 cm2.
Limits. — Finally, we obtain the expected rate at a
detector coming from our inelastic cosmic ray dark mat-
ter flux by integrating within the detector nuclear recoil
thresholds T1 and T2:
ΓN = NT
∫ T2
T1
dTN
∫ ∞
Tminχ (TN )
dTχ(TN )
dΦχ
dTχ
dσχN
dTN
,
(10)
where NT is the number of target atoms,  is the detector
nuclear recoil energy efficiency, and
Tminχ =
(
TN
2
−mχ
)(
1±
√
1 +
2TN
mN
(mχ +mN )2
(2mχ − TN )2
)
,
(11)
with a plus sign if Tχ > 2mN and minus sign otherwise.
As an illustrative example we will focus on the limits from
XENON1T. Its nuclear recoil energy threshold window
is from T1 = 4.9 keV to T2 = 40.9 keV and the detector
is located at a water-equivalent depth of 3.6 km, corre-
sponding to 1.4 km of rock [5]. For the 90% CL limits we
require a total number of events N90% CL = 3.56 for the
full exposure of 278.8 days of data collection with 1.3t
fiducial mass. This event count, in Table 1 of Ref. [5], is
the best fit given by a likelihood analysis for a 200 GeV
WIMP whose recoil spectrum is comparable to that of
the energetic light dark matter flux.
For comparison with Ref. [3], we first assume a uniform
recoil energy distribution, dσχN/dTN = σχN/T
max
r,N , and
similarly obtain the resulting XENON1T limits on σSIχ .
This is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the dark matter
mass for a fixed mediator mass and branching ratio val-
ues (top), and as a function of the meson branching ratio
into dark matter for a fixed mediator and dark matter
mass (bottom). The 90% CL limits on inelastic cosmic
ray dark matter from pi0 and η decays are shown in green
and red, respectively. As mentioned previously, the dark
matter flux is relatively insensitive to their masses when
these are light enough to be produced on-shell. We note
that despite the rate of neutral pion production being an
order of magnitude larger than for η mesons, the branch-
ing ratio of pions is experimentally bounded to be at most
∼ 10−6 [21]. The projected limits for the future LZ ex-
periment [12] are shown as dashed lines; we see that they
improve on the cross-section sensitivity by almost two
orders of magnitude. The corresponding limits from the
irreducible flux of up-scattered dark matter for mχ = 1
MeV is given by the orange band and is independent of
branching ratio. However, there is a (model-dependent)
relation between the two—a dark matter coupling to nu-
cleons will generically induce meson decay into dark mat-
ter, if kinematically allowed.
Next, we consider the hadrophilic scalar mediator
model of Ref. [14]. The singlet scalar S couples to a Dirac
fermion dark matter χ and to the up quark through the
Lagrangian terms
L ⊃ −gχSχ¯LχR − guSu¯LuR + h.c. . (12)
The couplings to other flavours are assumed to be sub-
dominant, so that we are left with four free parameters
characterising the simplified model: mS , mχ, gu, and
gχ. The branching ratio of η mesons decaying into dark
matter is given by
BR(η → pi0S) = C
2g2uB
2
16pimηΓη
λ1/2
(
1,
m2S
m2η
,
m2pi
m2η
)
, (13)
where B ' m2pi/(mu+md), C ≡
√
1/3 cos θ′−√2/3 sin θ′
with θ′ ' −20◦ and λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2ab −
2bc − 2ac. We assume here that BR(S → χχ) = 1. For
the differential χ-nucleus cross-section involving a scalar
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FIG. 2. 90% CL limits on the spin-independent dark matter-
nucleon cross-section as a function of dark matter mass for
a fixed branching ratio (top) and as a function of branching
ratio for a fixed dark matter mass (bottom), as labelled. The
inelastic cosmic ray dark matter limits from XENON1T [5] are
indicated in red and green for the flux originating from meson
M = η and pi0 decays, respectively, and in orange for elastic
cosmic ray dark matter. The dashed lines are projections for
the future LZ experiment [12]. Other limits in grey are taken
from Ref. [3] (based on CRESST [23], CMB [24], and gas
cloud cooling [25]), and from Milky-way satellites [26].
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FIG. 3. 90% CL limits from inelastic cosmic ray dark mat-
ter flux from η decays in red, for a hadrophilic scalar me-
diator of mass mS with up-quark coupling gu, setting gχ =
1,mχ = mS/3. The solid line denotes current limits from
XENON1T [5]; the dashed line are future projections for the
LZ experiment [12]. Current MiniBoone limits from Ref. [13]
are shown in grey.
mediator we have
dσχN
dTN
=
(ZySpp + (A− Z)ySnn)2 g2χ
8pi
× (2mN + TN )(2m
2
χ +mNTN )
(T 2χ + 2mχTχ)(2mNTN +m
2
S)
2
F 2H(
√
2mNTN ) ,
(14)
where Z (A− Z) are the number of protons (neutrons),
ySpp = 0.014 · gump/mu, ySnn = 0.012 · gumn/mu, and
FH is the Helm form factor [27]. Computing the rate as
described above, we obtain the 90% CL limits shown in
Fig. 3 in red on the gu vs mS plane, for gχ = 1,mχ =
mS/3. The Earth suppresses the flux significantly only
for values of gu greater than displayed. The MiniBoone
limits from Ref. [14] are shown in grey. Note that for gχ =
1 the constraints from the E787/E949 experiment are
stronger than the MiniBoone and XENON1T limits [14];
however, they are set by invisible Kaon decays and are
independent of gχ, whereas direct detection constraints
from η decay sources will grow quadratically with the
dark matter coupling.
Conclusion. — As the search for dark matter broad-
ens, it is becoming increasingly important to maximise
every resource that we have, both technological and as-
trophysical. In this respect cosmic rays provide a valu-
able tool. It has long been appreciated that cosmic rays
5are a natural accelerator for probing high energies, or
as a background to indirect signals of dark matter de-
cay; here we studied the potential of cosmic rays as a
source of dark matter for direct detection. This opens
up the potential of extending the sensitivity of various
experiments to explore complementary parameter space,
as we have illustrated for the case of XENON1T. It is
remarkable that in this example the resulting limits are
comparable to dedicated beam dump experiments such
as MiniBoone. These limits will improve in the future
with the LZ experiment, by about two orders of mag-
nitude. In forthcoming work we also plan to study the
sensitivity of neutrino detectors, as well as cosmic ray
production of long-lived hidden sectors that can decay
back to Standard Model particles.
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